January 1, 2012

Pastor Mark,
There has been a lot of discussion surrounding your family’s potential move to Southern California. At this point,
Pastor Dave and I agree that a move to California would be wise, based on the cost/benefit assessment below and
the following reasons:
•
•
•
•

Sun
Health
Reset family and friend relationships
Grow and expand the church

With all of progress we have made in capturing Real Marriage and The Seven, and with plans to capture Vintage
Church in three days in May, you will have the opportunity to be out of the pulpit for much of the next nine months.
Pastor Dave and I believe that you can and should take advantage of this window of time to relocate your family to
SoCal, rest up for the fall, and make real progress in recovering from fifteen years of running very, very hard.
Whether it’s Seattle or California, the question also remains of where will we capture Esther in the fall. In order to
think all of this through, let’s formally lay out all of options with pros and cons. Based on everything we know at this
time, there are three ways we could go:
1.
2.
3.

Seattle: Remain in Seattle for 2012–2013 and preach Esther from Bellevue.
Orange County: Relocate the Driscolls to Orange County. Plant a regional church in OC and capture Esther
at that location.
Los Angeles: Relocate the Driscolls to the greater Los Angeles/Orange County area. Plant a hub church in
downtown LA. Capture Vintage Church in empty Wilshire church building; capture Esther in the same
building, coinciding with a major grand opening.

1. Seattle
Benefits–
• Less church oversight responsibility for Pastor Mark; most day-to-day responsibilities are handled by Pastor
Dave and Pastor Sutton.
• No new church planting responsibilities for Pastor Mark.
• Least risk and least cost.
• Easiest on the Driscoll family, short term.
Cost–
• Driscolls are unable to reset family and friend relationships.
• Less sun.
• Less quality of health for Pastor Mark.
• Frustrations with church growth plateaus.
• Relocating will only get more diﬃcult with time, as the Driscoll kids get older.
2. Orange County
Benefits–
• SoCal sun.
• Ability to reset family and friend relationships.
• Lower costs and less risk than downtown LA.

•

A suburban location will be easier than planting in Downtown LA (factors: finances, easier church
members, less media attention).
Location nearby Driscolls’ current rental home.

•
Costs–
• Without a better team and more seats in Orange County then we run the risk of Pastor Mark entering into a
situation similar to Ballard (weak church team).
• Current building options are 400–500 seats; Pastor Mark will not have an adequate room in which to
preach and grow a church.
• OC is less desirable than downtown LA as a location for the residency program or media training school.
• Cannot serve as a hub for training leaders (due to weak team).
• Pastors Dave, Sutton, and Justin are not located in SoCal but will feel needed there in order to compensate
for the weak team and mitigate Pastor Mark’s frustration (Ballard all over again).
• Negative press due to the perception that Pastor Mark is abandoning Seattle for a less missional, easier
location in the suburbs (similar to the reaction to Rob Bell, Francis Chan, John Maxwell, and others who
wrote a successful book and then retired from leading the church where they built their platform).
• Seattle churches might suﬀer if it appears that Pastor Mark is retiring or going to OC for an easy
assignment.
3. Los Angeles
Benefits–
• Los Angeles could serve as the new flagship and hub for all of Mars Hill Church, with the best team in place
to set the example: Pastor Dave, Pastor Sutton, Pastor Justin, and Jesse Bryan.
• With a strong team, the weight of planting a new church will be less heavy on Pastor Mark’s shoulders.
• A residency program and media training school will be more eﬀective and beneficial in an urban
environment in proximity to Hollywood and LA mission fields.
• Planting a church in the cultural capital of the world will make a far-reaching impact.
• Criticism of the SoCal move will be minimal compared to OC because LA is tough ground and not the easy
way out.
• Pastor Mark can use the Vintage Church series to tee-up the SoCal move by telling the story of our
opportunity to transform a dead church in a dead area.
• The location of the Wilshire church building is very close to the LA Convention Center and Staples Center
for future Resurgence conferences.
Costs–
• Greater expense and greater risks than Seattle or OC.
• Planting a church in LA will take a lot of time and eﬀort from Pastors Dave, Sutton, and Justin.
• Relocation of Pastors Dave, Sutton, and Justin to SoCal will require frequent trips back to Seattle churches
and central operations.
• Issues arising from lack of hands-on management for centralized staﬀ in Seattle.
None of these options are easy or without cost, but we need to reach a decision for the benefit of your family, your
health, and the church. Pastor Dave and I look forward to discussing this with you further.

In Christ,

Pastor Sutton Turner

